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Abstract 

With a review of the recent development in digitalization and application of seabed data，this paper 

systematically proposed methods for integrating seabed data by analyzing its feature based on 0RACLE 

database management system and advanced techniques of spatial data management．We did research on 

storage structure of seabed data．distributed—integrated database system，standardized spatial database and 

seabed metadata management system in order to effectively manage and use these seabed information in 

practical application．Finally，we applied the methods researched and proposed in this paper to build the 

Bohai Sea engineering geoh)gy database that stores engineering geology data and other seabed information 

from the Bohai Sea area．As a result，the Bohai Sea engineering geology database call effectively integrate 
huge amount of distributed and complicated seabed data to meet the practical requ isition of Bohai Sea en— 

gineering geology environment exploration and exploitation． 
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With the development of“Digital Earth’’and“Digi— 

tal Ocean ”，advanced spatial technology has been applied 

to tl1e storage and management of seab ed data，which can 

integrate and apply the multi—source， multi—stan dard， 

multi—specialty and multi—format seabed information dy— 

namically to improve tl1e efficienc)r in utilization of these 

seabed information and further provide better services for 

marine scientific research and marine resource explo— 

ration。Now．the digitalization of seabed information and 

construction of“Digital Seabed”database have been un— 

dertaken by many countries and many kinds of seabed 

database system have been cortstructedL1j．More an d more 

researches have been focused 0n“Digital Seabed’’l_2-1oj 

an d related theory and technology are getting rapid devel— 

opment． 

However， according to questionnaire survey， 山e 

seabed database systems tl1at have been built are mainly 

for a certain specialty field or for the application demands 

of one specialty．111ese database systems  are develope d 

based on different software platfon】1 and distributed in dif_ 

ferent departments，so ￡l1e structures，standards an d ap— 

plications of tl1e seabed data are diverse． is makes it 

very difficult to sufficiently share and utilize the precious 

seabed infonnation among￡l1ese databases in different de— 

partments． which wiU cause great waste of valuable 

seabed data resources． lerefore ．we need to establish 

山e standards of data structure and design a framework of 

seab ed database based OD tl1e data features and applica— 

tion requirements of“Digital Seabed” to integrate and 

man age the complex seabed information effectively． 

Wi山 the advanced technology of spatial information 

management，this paper designed the framework of Digital 

Seabed Database and systematically proposed methods for 

integrating seabed data．Then，this paper did research on 

storage structure of seabed data， distributed—integrated 

database system，standardized spatial database and seabed 

metadata management system in order to make it efficient 

and convenient to organize，share an d apply the seabed 

data and provide good service for the exploration and ex— 

ploitation of seabed resources．Finally， the technology 

and methods proposed in this paper are applied to the de— 

sign and development of the Bohai Sea oilfield paradigm 

area information system to store and share the seabed in— 

form ation from the Bohai Sea seabed． 

1 Data analysis 

“Digital Seabed” database mainly integrates and 

ma nages all kinds of information under the sea floor in— 

cluding geological data like sediment properties，stratum 

distribution，geological calamity，etc．，and geophysical 

data like gravity，magnetism and so on．Th e features of 

seabed data are listed as follows： 

(1)They are widely distributed geographically． 

(2)Their coverage density is relatively low because 
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of the limited maline surveys． 

(3)The investigation me山ods ale not standardized． 

(4)There are many subjects involved in tIlese data， 

which are characterized by multi—souree and heterogeneous 

formats． 

(5)The volume of data has increased rapidly due to 

the application of advanced technology an d equipment． 

Now，inpufing，managing，querying，displaying an d 

analyzing of the seabed information are playing a valuable 

role in nlarine development，maline management and SO 

on．Th erefore， we need to integrate and manage the 

seabed information that is of long time span ，large，spa— 

tial coverage and complex~ature SO as to make effective 

and dynamic data access and demonstration． 

2 “Digital Seabed”database structure 

According to the features of seabed data，“Digital 

Seabed’’database Was designed an d constructed based on 

ORACLE and SDE．Th e seabed information Was stored in 

attribute database and spatial database respectively，and 

the metadata engine Was utilized to realize the integrity 
and management of multi—souree and heterogeneous data 

(Fig．1)． 

F ．1 S~ cture of“Digital Seabed”database 

2．1 Database management system (DBMS) 

DBMS iS a datamanagement layer between users an d 

operation system(os)．It takes charge of database con— 

stmction and maintenance to make administrators and 0山一 

er users Inanage and operate data conveniently and gnat— 

antee the safety and integrity of database． 

ORACLE iS an object—relational database manage— 

ment system and it can provide powerful function of data 

storage，distributed management and netwo~ communica— 

tion．especially for spatial dataLllj
． So it can meet山e 

needs of integrating and managing the heterogeneous 

seabed infommtion． 

Oracle database iS divided into several tablespaces 

logically and data are physically stored in data files as S O— 
ciated witIl related tablespaces as shown in Fig．2Lllj． 

Taking advantage of tablespace management mode，seabed 

data are classified and each class iS stored and managed 

in individual tablespace(Fig．3)． 

．2 Rdationship among database，tablespace and data frle 

2．2 Combination of distributed and integrated 

structure 

As discussed above，seabed data are basically dis— 

tributed in different depamnents and some of t}lem have 

high security． Considering these features， “Digital 

Seabed”database adopts be tIl distributed structure and in— 

tegrated structure to Inanage and protect the seabed infor— 

marion (Fig．4)．As shown in Fig．4，the integrated 

database manages all shamble data and part of private da— 

ta tIlat can be accessed by tIle specified rights．The dis— 
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tributed databases respectively store their own private 

by applying distributed technologyE伽 ]to manage 

data share the seabed information in different departments． 

and 

Tablespac,csofvarious 

discipline, 

Fig．3 Classification of“功 脚 Seabed”database tab]espace 

。 

Fig。4 Distributed-integrated database system 

2．3 Seabed attribute database 

Seabed attribute database mainly stores marine sur— 

vey information involving many subjects．Marine survey 
information basically comes from every seabed investiga— 

tion project，SO the data are organized by project code in 
attribute database and separately stored in different ta— 

blespaces related to their subjects． 
The seabed attribute database is analyzed and de— 

signed by the approach of“conceptual structure design— 

logical structure design·-physical structure design·-security 

design”(Fig．5)． 
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Fig．5 Design of“Digital Seabe-d”attribute database 

For its multi．discipline and heterogeneous features in 

structure．the seabed attribute database iS designed and 

analyzed from general to detail and object．oriented model— 
ing method s 1ike UMLL 4J ale utilized to mode1 the rela． 

tionships between seabed objects．． 
Th is method has been applied to the an alysis and de． 

sign of the Bohai Sea engineering geology database to real— 

ize the storage and management of the Bohai Sea seabed 

data that mainly includes marine engineering geology da— 

ta[5_． 

2．4 Seabed spatial database 

Besides attribute inform ation，there are lots of spa． 

tial data including maps，charts， images， etc． Now， 

these spatial data are basically stored and managed by 

nles，which have different spatial SCale，spatial standards 

and spatial structures and they are likely to be destroyed 

either naturally or artificially． 

In recent years，the storage and management of spa- 

tial information has developed to be an important research 

area and constructing spatial database based on commer． 

cial DBMS like ORALCE．SQL Server，etc．has become 
a tendency[15'161

．
By applying technology of SDE and 

standardized spatial database， this paper designed and 

constructed seabed spatial database to integrate and man- 

age the multi·-source and heterogeneous seabed spatial in-- 

formation． 

· SDE 

Presendy．in commereial DBMS，the spatial data are 

ma inly stored in two ways．OBe iS that the GIS commer． 

cial company develops SDE based on their own GIS soft． 

ware to man age spatial inform ation like ArcSDE in ESRI 

Inc．【“j．The other way iS that the commercial DBMS 

company provides the spatial plug—in for their DBMS 

products to manage spatial data like ORACLE 9i Spatial 

守 
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plug-in in ORACLE Corp．[18]
．
In this study，the seabed 

spatial database is designed and constructed by the tech． 

nology of SDE to realize the integration and management 

of seabed spatial data． 

According to the classification of spatial struc- 

ture[19j
， the seabed spatial information mainly involves 

vector structure and raster structure ．Vector seabed spatial 

data models generally represent discrete seabed spatial el- 

ements that can be described by point(1ike borehole，wa． 

ter depth point，etc．)，line(1ike isobaths，boundary line 

of stratum，etc．)，polygon(1ike block of sediments，绷  

of magnetic or gravity anomaly，etc．)and note(1ike la- 

bels of depth value，etc．)．Spatial data in vector struc- 

ture are stored in one or more pares of( ，Y)coordinates 

in database，which is easier to represent the topological 

relationships of spatial elements in less storage space．卟 e 

raster seabed spatial models basically represent continu． 

ously distributed spatial objects like remote sensing 
raster．It generally divides space into ceHs of un ifoITI1 size 

representing spatial resolution and the cell is displayed in 

different colors according to its average attribute value． 

Seabed spatial data，either in vector model or in 

raster one，are classified into layers and managed by 

SDE，which brings spatial elements with the same at- 

tributes to one layer an d all features in layers are indexed 

to optimize spatial search and retrieva1．Indexes are creat- 

ed by dividing the layer into regular d cells sizes ac- 

cording to the geographic area．Index information，grid 

cell information and attribute information of seabed spatial 

features are managed by a set of tables associated by Ob- 

ject—ID(Fig．6)． 
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rig．6 Vector sllalcture of seabed data 

Attribute table main~aJns the attributes of the 

seabed spatial elements．For the elements with complex 

attributes，the attributes are managed in the outside at— 

tribute database and associated wi th attribute table by key 

code． 

Spatial feature table stores the shape geometry of 

the feature and related information such as area，length， 

type and,so on． 

Spatial index table contains records of spatial fea- 

tures organized by an index d cell to facilitate spatial 

data access． 

After spatial rectification，raster layer in seabed spa - 

tial data is sliced into n× m d cells in uniform sizes 

and each grid cell is stored in binary large object block 

(BLOB)field of database through SDE．Additionally， 
lossless compression and pyramid algorithm are applied 

during raster data storage to improve the efficiency of 

raster management，access and display(Fig．7)． 
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Hg．7 Storage of seak d data 

‘ Standardized spatial database 

Because seabed information basically comes from 

marine survey and research by various departments，dif- 

ferent methods an d equipment are applied and the spatial 

standards like spatial scale，projection，etc．aye hetem— 
geneous．To solve the problem，seabed spatial database is 

designed to consist of two parts， comprehensive spatial 

database and standardized spatial database(Fig．8)． 

rig．8 Transformation from comprehensive spatial database to stall— 

dardized spatial database 

Comprehensive spatial database ma inly manages the 

original heterogeneous spatial data while standardized spa- 
tial database including standardized base ma p database 

an d stan dardized spatial elements database stores the stan- 

dard spatial information by spatial conversion． In this 

way，seabed spatial features can be easily and rapidly or- 

ganized，queried ，analyzed and displayed in stan dardⅡla- 

rine ma p through standardized spatial database and the 

original spatial elements can be addressed and applied by 
comprehensive spatial database．By doing so，temporary 

spatial conversion during spatial operations can be avoided 

and rapid spatial management，query，an alysis and dis- 

play can be realized ． 

一 

一 一 ，，f  
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database to record and describe the formats，contents，re一 

2．5 Seabed metadata management system lationships and features of the datasets．“Digital Seabed” 

In order to make better maintenan ce and management metadata database mainly includes attribute metadata 

for“DigitM Seabed”database，we analyzed and designed database，spatial metadata database and system function 

the seabed metadata standards and constructed metadata metadata database(Fig．9)． 

Attributedatabasemetadatm databaseII)，出妇baseIla／ne,dabble status,location。etc． 

Attributedatas~metadatmdatasetID，datasetname，classification，keywords，abstracts，ere． 

Spatialdatabasemetadata：databaseID，databasenaine，database$latBS，location,ere． 

Sp al dataset metadata：datas~ Ir)，dataset name，classification，key words，abstracts,ere． 

spalialfeaturemetadata=spatial range,precision,spatial reference,coordtn~ system，spatial scale,etc． 

System metadata：system ID，system flame，systemdescription，developer,date，~tc． 

Subsystem metadata：subsystem ID,subsystem flame，parent sy~em，description,developer,date，ere． 

Module metadata：module ID，module flame，subsystem,description,developer,date，ere． 

Fig．9 System of seabed metadata 

Fig．1O Design of Bohai engineering geology database 
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3 Application paradigm 

The Bohai Sea is the only inner sea area of China 

and there are plenty of resources such as oil and gas under 

the seafloor．As far back as 1950s一 1960s，China has 

started the exploration and exploitation of oil and gas in 

the Bohai Sea area．During the long—term exploration，we 

have collected large anaoun t of maline engineering geology 

information，which includes many kinds of marine engi— 

neering geology data such as marine geophysics，marine 

engineering geology borehole，sediment properties and 
some other basic information about nmrine survey and ex— 

ploration． These marine resources exploration data are 

playing an important role in safeguarding the ocean engi— 

neering pr0jects including the construction of maline 
petroleum platform and the pipeline laying． 

Based on the “Digital Se abed” database technical 

scheme as discussed above，we designed and built the 

Bohai Sea Engineering Geology Database basically includ— 

ing marine engineering geological borehole and marine 

geophysics in the Bohai Sea area to organize and manage 

all seabed information such as bathymetry，geomorpholo— 

gY，sediment property，shallow stratum，marine engineer— 
ing construction， etc．， and provide services for safe— 

guarding ocean engineering and maline resources explo— 

ration in the Bohai Sea are 

According to the work~ow of marine engineering geo— 

logical survey in the Bohai Sea area，seabed information 

is an alyzed and designed from general to detml with UML 

and the tablespaces are assigned based on the logical 

models(Fig．10)．Meanwhile，ArcSDE of ESRI Inc．is 

applied to realize the seamless integration of spatial and 

attribute data of the Bohai Sea engineering geology to meet 
the practical needs． 

Based on the database，the paradigm system is de— 

signed and developed to provide powerful services for the 

ocean engineering construction and marine resources ex— 

ploration in the Bohai Sea area(Fig．11)． 

4 Conclusion 

Fig．11 Integration and~sphy of B0l1ai engineering geology database 

Based on the advanced technology of da tabase and 

spatial management，we studied the integration methods 

for the seabed data and designed the“Digital Seabed” 

database to store an d manage the multi—source，heteroge— 

neous an d large amounts of seabed information． 

For practical application，we applied the“Digital 
Seabed'’database techn ology in the construction of the 

Bohai Sea engineering geology database to manage the 
seabed information of the Bohai Sea area such as 

bathymetry，geomorphology ，sediment property，shallow 

stratum ，marine engineering construction and so on．The 

Bohai Sea engineering geology database can make eglcient 
storage and access for distributed and heterogeneous 

seabed information to provide powerful services f0r the 

ocean engineering construction and marine resources ex— 

ploration in the Bohai"Sea area． 
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